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MD 404 DUALIZATION 

 
 

 Purpose and Need 
 

MD 404 is a 55-mph principal arterial roadway connecting 
US 50 to the Delmarva Region on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, 
serving commuters, commercial trucking, local farmers, and 
tourists. About 20,000 vehicles—roughly 10% trucks—use 
it daily. During summertime peak travel, volumes jump to 
nearly 23,000 vehicles, with projected 2035 ADT of 26,000.  

The existing, two-lane MD 404 operated at substandard 
levels of service during summertime peak hours, and 
corridor-wide collision rates were nearly twice the statewide 
average. From 2005 to 2014, 402 crashes and 12 fatalities 
occurred.   

Maryland Governor Larry Hogan challenged the MDOT SHA and the A/E/C community to make MD 404 safer and to 
improve its capacity—as quickly as possible. Original projections targeted a mid-2019 completion. The governor 
directed the opening of a four-lane roadway by Thanksgiving 2017, half the original three-year schedule   

The 9.2-mile project widened the corridor, providing a continuous, dualized four-lane divided highway. Additional 
improvements included tie-ins with existing dualized roadways; reconfigured intersections; a bridge over Norwich Creek; 
roadway culverts; rehabilitated pavement; drainage collection/conveyance and stormwater management (SWM) 
systems; lighting, signing, and pavement markings; intelligent transportation systems (ITS); and landscape plantings.   
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MDOT SHA issued notice to proceed in June 2016 under a lump sum/fixed firm price contract 
with the 404 Safety Corridor Safety Constructors (CSC), a Tri Venture contracting team of Wagman Heavy 
Civil, David A. Bramble, and Allan Myers MD.  

 

The Design Team and Other Key Members 
 

The Design Joint Venture (DJV) of Wallace Montgomery & Associates, Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson, and Rummel, 
Klepper & Kahl served as the Engineer-of-Record supporting the CSC as a direct subcontractor.  CSC and the DJV team 
members comprised the Design Build Team (DBT) 

Century Engineering provided Independent Design Quality Assurance (IDQA) review to the DBT for all improvements. 
The MD 404 project was the first design-build where MDOT SHA required IDQA review of all design elements to ensure 
compliance with contract documents and the Design Quality Control Plan (DQCP).   

McCormick Taylor provided project management and served as General Engineering Consultant for MDOT SHA’s 
Innovative Contract Division.  

 

How the Team Accomplished the Design 
 

The DBT agreed to subdivide the work into three roadway segments, 
with each contractor concurrently responsible for a segment. The DJV 
coordinated services and resources to mobilize the contractors 
simultaneously, delivered approved construction plans, and sustained 
the flow of continuous construction work. The DJV prepared 246 final 
design submissions for bridge and roadway culvert crossings; 
geotechnical subgrade improvements; rough grading; finish grading, 
roadway, and drainage/SWM construction; and signage, markings, 
lighting, ITS; landscaping, and noise abatement/screening. 

The DJV team met weekly to coordinate and expedite designs and 
deliverables and resolve potential conflicts as well as ensure 
compliance with the DQCP. The DJV developed plans that could be 
reviewed with minimal comments by holding frequent design 
coordination meetings with appropriate agencies.  
 

Complexity 
 

With 400,000 CY of cut and 325,000 CY of fill to accomplish, moving dirt only once was critical to meeting the aggressive 
schedule. The sheer volume of work was tremendous: 76,600 LF of drainage ditches; 25 cross culverts; and 84,350 LF of 
environmental site design stormwater facilities, including 110 grass swales, 145 wet swales, 25 bioswales, and four SWM 
ponds. The team was challenged by the statutory limit of applying a 20-acre maximum grading unit (GU) of construction 
disturbance throughout the project at any time. Furthermore, the typical section equated to a wide grading footprint 
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with shallow cuts and fills, leading to large grading areas for comparatively small volumes. 3D 
models identified how to complete the grading work most efficiently, allowing the contractors to work 
concurrently within different GUs without exceeding the combined total maximum GU.  

The DJV, in collaboration with construction staff, provided traffic analysis and developed a corridor-wide transportation 
management plan to efficiently and safely stage construction activities with minimal delays. Construction sequencing 
limited the number of traffic shifts, maintained traffic on the existing road while constructing new roadway, then shifted 
traffic onto the newly-built road to rehabilitate the existing road. A final shift to split traffic between the roadways to 
allow median construction and facilitated the full opening to traffic. Designers developed cost-effective solutions to limit 
pavement reconstruction by utilizing wedge/leveling resurfacing, which accelerated construction and minimized MOT 
phases and user delays. To keep motorist informed, the DBT updated the project website weekly with upcoming 
construction activities and temporary lane closures, including real-time traffic information from two mobile cameras.  

 

New Application of Existing 
Techniques/Originality/ Innovation 

 

The DJV incorporated 13 J-turn and two Maryland-T intersections within the dualized road to eliminate left-turns and 
crossover movements from intersecting roadways. This approach reduced the potential for severe collisions, minimizing 
conflicts for motorists entering from intersecting roads.  Intersection designs incorporated auxiliary turn lanes with 
sufficient vehicle storage and mainline deceleration and acceleration merging lengths; AASHTO compliant sight 
distances; and ample turning geometry to accommodate the wide range of vehicles and equipment types. 
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Additional safety enhancements included reflective pavement markers, optical class curb markers 
at the intersections’ raised medians and channelization islands, and intersection lighting. Designers 
incorporated corridor-wide W-beam median traffic barrier to prevent errant median crossover vehicles and 
resulting head-on collisions.  

 

Social/Economic Considerations 
 

The CSC team’s solutions saved over $16 million. Approved alternative technical concepts focused on: 

• Pavement enhancements that maximized soil cement in lieu of less readily-available graded aggregate materials 
• Ultra-thin resurfacing to improve rideability and life-cycle costs of composite concrete and asphalt sections 
• Minimizing full depth reconstruction by utilizing wedge/leveling resurfacing of the existing mainline  
• Optimized SWM roadside grading to minimize the need for traffic barrier protection 
• Vastly improved the safety and capacity of a heavily traveled beach access route 
• Enhanced Economic Development through improvements to safety and travel time for goods and services 

traveling through the corridor  

 

Safety 
 

Dedication to safety yielded 375,000 injury-free labor hours.  

The safety program began with all team members receiving an orientation prior to on-site visits. Many employees 
received additional training. As the work progressed, the team reviewed safety performance and planning regularly. A 
“near miss/good catch” program encouraged reporting of potential hazards, along with solutions.  

Design improvements eliminated crossover traffic from intersecting streets; provided protected left turns; consolidated 
access points; and improved intersection geometry all resulting in vastly improved safety.   

Throughout the project, design and construction staff collaborated to perform MOT constructability reviews that 
promoted safe travel through the work zones during construction.  
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Aesthetics and Sustainable Features 
 

MD 404 is designated as a hurricane evacuation route for the Delmarva 
Region. The new MD 404 roadway has upsized culvert crossings to 
eliminate roadway flooding during 100-year storm events. However, the 
increased culvert conveyance created the potential for stormwater 
degradation in the downstream channels during smaller storms. The final 
project mitigates this by maximizing roadside stormwater quality 
treatment using linear practices such as bio-swales, wet-swales, and 
enhanced grass swale facilities and incorporates upstream hydraulic 
control weir wall structures at the roadway cross culverts. The team’s 
SWM approach to use linear roadside SWM facilities minimized the 
project footprint while also minimizing wetland/waterway and forest 
impacts and increased available areas within the ROW for access of the 
corridor-wide aerial utilities. The project’s Environmental Site Design 
facilities treated an additional 12.7 acres of impervious roadway 
pavement beyond project requirements.   

Even though the corridor’s adjacent wetland/waterway and forested area 
impacts were permitted, MDOT SHA and environmental agencies wanted 
to further minimize impacts. The DJV adjusted the roadway’s profile; 

reduced the roadside grading by installing traffic barrier, when warranted; minimized culvert lengths; and re-routed the 
runoff to reduce the number of cross culverts.  Utilizing AASHTO’s low volume-local roadway criteria. designers reduced 
the prescribed typical section width for a local access road to minimize permitted wetland impacts. Applying sound 
engineering design practices, the designers reduced wetland/waterway and forest impacts by 26% and 11%, respectively. 

 

Meeting and Exceeding Owner’s/Client’s Needs 
 

Given the accelerated timeframe for completion, the agency offered an incentive to open the four-lane road by 
November 21, 2017 and disincentives for not meeting this milestone.  

Project scheduling and securing permits were challenges in meeting the completion date. A rolling design and 
construction process was used to provide materials, field resources, and continuous work efforts of grading, structures, 
and paving. Efficiently securing environmental agencies’ approvals for SWM, ESC and construction within waterways 
was paramount. The roadway dualization required constructing a second bridge crossing of Norwich Creek under time 
of year restrictions (TOYR) for work within the 10-year floodplain/stream; the dualization also required constructing 11 
waterway culvert crossings with instream TOYR. As part of the “rolling” design submissions, the team submitted the 
proposed waterway culvert crossings’ construction submittals in advance of the roadway construction submittals. This 
approach expedited approvals and facilitated temporary waterway diversions before in-stream work restrictions began. 
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The Success 
 

The DBT’s innovative methods and approach exceeded the project’s purpose and need; met MDOT’s goal for “safer, 
better, faster”; and ensured that the new four-lane road was open on time.  

The continuous dualized MD 404 roadway delivers safety and mobility enhancements, improves operations for residents, 
and eliminates summertime congestion from beachgoing traffic. 
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MD 404 ASHE Submittal 

January 11, 2019 

Photo Captions 
 

Structure S-5 Over Norwich Creek ( File: MD 404_Plan Sheet 1_Bridge details.pdf) 

Represents one the 26 main roadway crossing structures. Norwich Creek was a Tier 2 sensitive natural 

resource at the project site. The plan shows the complexity of the bridge abutments and foundation. 

MD 404 Intersection Details (File: MD404_Plan Sheet 2_J-Turn Layout.pdf) 

Represents one of the roadway safety features incorporated into the design. Elimination of cross over 

movements resulted in the addition of the J-Turns to allow for local traffic to cross over the roadway and 

enter the roadway safely. 

MD 404 Pavement Details (File: MD404_Plan Sheet 2-Pavement Design.pdf) 

Represents the complexity and innovation used in the pavement design including the use of soil cement 

to minimize the use of aggregates, which were not produced locally and the use of Ultra-Thin Bonded 

Wearing Surface as an economical alternative to conventional surface mixes. 

MD 404 – Erosion and Sediment Control Plan -Final Phase (MD404_Plan Sheet 4_Erosion+Sediment 

Control.pdf) 

Represents the complex erosion and sediment control and stormwater management that was 

incorporated to protect the environment and promoted sustainability by utilizing environmental site 

design features. 

MD 404 – Final Landscape Plan (MD404_Plan Sheet 5_Landscape Plan.pdf) 

Represents the extensive landscape plantings that were incorporated into the project design to make 

the roadway attractive, provide habitat for wildlife and to seamlessly incorporate the roadway into the 

scenic and history Maryland Eastern Shore rural setting.  

 

Photo Credits 

MD 404 at Dulin Road.jpg 

Photographed by: Wallace Montgomery 

TeamAtWork-MD404WBR-BridgeOverNorwich.JPG 

Photographed by: Wagman Heavy Civil 

TeamAtWork-MD404WB_PavingAsphalt-SoilCement.jpg 

Photographed by: MD 404 Corridor Safety Constructors 

MD404atNorwichCk_JturnToWB-404FrOldQueenAnne.jpg 

Photographed by: Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson 

MD 404 SWM.JPG 

Photographed by: Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson 
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